Public Sector:
How to Model
Buildings to Net Zero

Make more of your property

Timeline to Net Zero

The IPCC 5th Assessment report
states that limiting global
temperature change means limiting
the cumulative of CO2 emissions in
the atmosphere and reduces
anthropogenic additions to zero.
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IPCC 5th ASSESSMENT
REPORT

The UK becomes the first G7 economy to legislate
for net zero by 2050. In 2019, a report by more
than 11,000 scientists from over 150 countries
declared a climate emergency, warning that the
planet “clearly and unequivocally faces a climate
emergency”.

IPCC SPECIAL REPORT

COP 26

The IPCC Special report
concludes that ‘limiting
temperature rise to around 1.5°C
and preventing the worst impacts
of climate change requires net
zero emissions of CO2 to be met
by mid-century.

The first five-year process of
scaling up ambition pledged
through the NDCs. Net zero
pledges now cover over twothirds (68%) of the global
economy
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United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) adopted with the aim of
stabilizing greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere
at a sustainable level.

The Paris Agreement to maintain
the International climate
protection process after 2020.
Specific targets set out for limiting
global warming to 2°C above preindustrial levels (as well as
aspirational target of 1.5°C)
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UN FRAMEWORK
CONVENTION
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KYOTO PROTOCOL

The ‘Kyoto Protocol’ adopted: the
first document with legally
binding obligations for limits and
regulations. (2008-2020)

UK PLEDGE & CLIMATE
EMERGENCY

PARIS AGREEMENT
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UK wide survey findings:

UK wide survey findings:

London snapshot:
Statistics taken from London Borough Council’s Net Zero strategies:

Drivers & incentives

Regulatory timeline
2022-2024

CURRENT

RESIDENTIAL
HISTORIC &
LISTED
EDUCATIONAL
COMMERCIAL
(OFFICES
/RETAIL)
INDUSTRIAL
FUTURE
POTENTIAL
REGS

Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) for all
tenancies required to meet
the minimum Band E rating

Part L update for new buildings
to come into effect on the 15th
June 2022 (31% improvement
on current regs)

2025

- Future Homes Standard
- Proposal to require new
tenancies to meet the minimum
Band C rating

2026-2029

Proposal to require all
residential buildings to
always hold a valid EPC

2030 >

Proposal to require all
tenancies to meet the
minimum Band C rating

An EPC is not currently required for a listed property or building within a conservation area when it is sold or rented in so far as compliance with minimum energy performance
requirements would unacceptably alter its character or appearance.
However, if the listed building already has an EPC, then the property will be within scope of the appropriate regulations.
There are currently no minimum requirements for educational buildings unless there are aspects of the building that are leased out.
Where any parts of the building are leased out, the EPCs requirements for Commercial buildings are applicable.
Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) for new
tenancies required to meet
the minimum Band E rating

2023 - Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC) for all
tenancies required to meet
the minimum Band E rating

- Proposed Future Buildings
Standard
- Proposal to require all commercial
buildings to always hold a valid EPC

2027 - EPC required to
meet the minimum Band
C rating

EPC required to meet the
minimum Band B rating

For industrial buildings with no heating system and no integrated office space, an EPC is not required.
Where heating systems and integrated office spaces are present, the EPCs requirements for Commercial buildings are applicable.
Over the next 10 years, voluntary industry drivers such as Display Energy Certificates (DEC) & NABERS could become integrated into regulatory requirements.
Regulations covering embodied carbon are also likely to come into fruition at some point in the near future (Part Z).

Net Zero
Emissions boundary & SBTi’s Net Zero target

Net zero
Plan

1. Establish governance structure, assigning roles and responsibilities
2. Determine emissions scope boundary and baseline
3. Set and agree targets, formalise through policy documents
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Manage

8. Implement Net Zero strategy
9. Monitor progress, measuring against defined KPIs in accordance with recognised methodologies such
as the GHG Protocol

Optimise

10.Report on progress against Net Zero targets
11.Review strategy against latest government regulations, technical innovations and Net Zero solutions
12.Update strategy and implementation plan

Develop estate specific decarbonisation strategies, including feasibility assessment and life cycle costing
Apply for / identify sources of funding
Integrate within strategic asset management strategy
Identify and onboard key partners needed to implement strategy
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Net Zero
Roadmap

Net zero
Approach
Implementation, monitoring and reporting
1. Integrate approach with existing strategic asset management plan
2. Understand the ROI to build a portfolio-specific business case solution

Manage

Net zero
Approach
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Digital Twins

Optimise
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Reporting & Disclosure
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Updated Policy & Action

Summary
1. The reputational and financial risks can no longer be
ignored
2. The financial business case is growing ever stronger,
especially for the public sector
3. The accelerated regulatory timeline for buildings to
address their carbon footprint is resulting in stranded
assets
4. A pragmatic, practical roadmap to decarbonisation of
property portfolios should be developed through a
collaborative and integrative approach
5. There is no time to waste!

Thank you

